District Schools and Pre-K Centers

To order books from the units through FAMIS, visit shopdoe.com and enter:

- 289371007 for the complete book collection for all Units
- 289370868 for the foundational texts and 289369290 for the supporting texts from Unit 1: Welcome to Pre-K
- 289371279 for the foundational texts and 289371287 for the supporting texts from Unit 2: My Five Senses
- 289371309 for the foundational texts and 289371503 for the supporting texts from Unit 3: All About Us
- 289371856 for the foundational texts and 28937183X for the supporting texts from Unit 4: Where We Live
- 289371872 for the foundational texts and 289372135 for the supporting texts from Unit 5: Transportation
- 289372127 for the foundational texts and 289372143 for the supporting texts from Unit 6: Light
- 289372151 for the foundational texts and 289372453 for the supporting texts from Unit 7: Water
- 289372445 for the foundational texts and 289372437 for the supporting texts from Unit 8: Plants
- 289372429 for the foundational texts and 289372933 for the supporting texts from Unit 9: Babies
- 28937295X for the foundational texts and 289372941 for the supporting texts from Unit 10: Transformation